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Fermi@10 Goals for 2018
• Increase Fermi’s public profile via


• social media

• tumblr, twitter, facebook, reddit AMA, Fermi Friday blog, APOD


• public lectures/events

• US Science & Engineering Festival, AwesomeCon, Astronomy on 

Tap, lots of other talks

• products


• posters, science on sphere, infographic, stickers, send a thing/
get a thing


• Recognize Fermi’s science, development, and community via 
conferences, celebrations, press


• Contributors: 

• Elizabeth Ferrara, Roopesh Ojha, Dave Thompson, Judy Racusin, 

Regina Caputo, +many others

• GSFC ASD Comms - Barb Mattson, Sara Mitchell

• Interns - Shoshana Schlauderaff (animation), Ashley Balzer, Abigail 

Major (social media)
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Fermi@10 Website

All the details:


https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/fermi10/
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https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/fermi10/


Tumblr

• NASA Blueshift (Goddard 
Astrophysics Communications 
Team) creates timely Tumblr posts 
aimed a middle-school level 
audience


• Serves as general introductions to 
topics
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Fermi Fridays
• Theme each month

• Jan - general intro

• Feb - pulsars

• Mar - AGN

• April - TGFs

• May - Cosmic rays & SNRs

• June/July - Launch -> Science ops

• Aug - GRBs

• Sep - Solar

• Oct - Galactic surprises

• Nov - Dark Matter/Bubbles

• Dec - Wrap-up?

• General monthly Friday structure

• 1st - Overview

• 2nd - Behind the Scenes

• 3rd - Technical

• 4th - Creative things

• (5th - Fermi Xtra)


• Posts written by Fermi@10 team, 
scientists from the instrument teams, 
FUG, and community
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Launch Anniversary Activities
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Science Playoffs
• Public voting for favorite 

Fermi science result

• Initial seeding by 

instrument teams 
(significant upsets)


• Each image links to a page 
describing science


• Vote totals ~10k


• Vote - Final Round on now!


• https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/
fermi10/brackets/
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APOD

https://apod.nasa.gov/apod/astropix.html
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AwesomeCon
• Festival for Science, Science 

Fiction, Comics, Fantasy, etc.

• Washington DC Convention 

Center - April 1, 2018

• 45 minute panel with 

presentations and questions

• NASA panels

• Fermi

• Pulsars

• Neutron Star Merger

• Active Galaxies

• Dark Matter


• Gravitational Waves
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Send a Thing - Get a Thing

• Fermi Xtra - Send Fermi a birthday 
card, you get a card back
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Even More

• New Fermi Science poster

• Fermi infographic

• New animations

• Updated Science on the Sphere animations

• On This Day posts

• Increases in Social Media followers

• Twitter - 56k total

• Facebook - 27k total

Fermi Ten-year Sky Map
This all-sky view, centered on our Milky Way Galaxy, is the deepest and 
best-resolved portrait of the gamma-ray sky to date. It incorporates 
observations by NASA’s Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope from 
August 2008 to August 2014 at energies greater than 1 billion 
electron volts (GeV). For comparison, the energy of 
visible light falls between 2 and 3 electron volts. 
Lighter shades indicate stronger emission.  
NASA/DOE/Fermi LAT Collaboration

IC443, the 
Jellyfish Nebula

The shock waves of supernova remnants 
like the Jellyfish Nebula can accelerate protons 

to near the speed of light. When they slam into 
nearby gas clouds, gamma rays are produced. Fermi 

detects this emission, confirming that supernova 
remnants accelerate high-energy cosmic rays. NASA/DOE/

Fermi LAT Collaboration, NOAO/AURA/NSF, JPL-Caltech/UCLA

Solar Flare

Monster stars in a region called Cygnus X carve 
out cavities in the interstellar gas. The stars’ 

powerful outflows collide, forming shock 
waves that can accelerate protons to high 

energies. These particles eventually strike 
gas or starlight, producing gamma rays. 
NASA/DOE/Fermi LAT Collaboration and 
NASA/IPAC/MSX

GRB 170817A

Gamma-ray pulsar J1311-3430 heats 
the facing side of its companion star and is 

slowly evaporating it, as shown in this artist’s rendering. 
The material often blocks the pulsar’s radio beam.  

NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center/Cruz deWilde

PSR J1744-7619 

Fermi found the youngest millisecond pulsar 
yet known, in the globular star cluster NGC 

6624. Spinning 11,000 times a minute, pulsar 
J1823−3021A is  25 million years old, less than 

3 percent the typical age.  
NASA/DOE/Fermi LAT Collaboration

ASASSN-16ma

Fermi sees gamma rays from star-forming regions like 30 
Doradus in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC). More stars 

are forming in this “star factory” than in any similar location 
in the Milky Way, leading to intense gamma-ray emission.  

NASA/DOE/Fermi LAT Collaboration 

GRB 130427A 

On April 27, 2013, a blast of light from a dying 
star in a distant galaxy became the focus 
of astronomers around the world. The 
explosion, known as a gamma-ray burst 
and designated GRB 130427A, was 
detected by Fermi for about 20 
hours. The burst included a 
95 GeV gamma ray, the 
most energetic light yet 
detected from a GRB.  
NASA/DOE/Fermi 
LAT Collaboration

B0218+357

The gravity of a faint foreground galaxy causes light from the 
distant blazar B0218+357 to take different paths and form dual 

images (bright spots in this Hubble photo). The paths have different 
lengths, so when one image has a flare, it will appear in the other after 

a delay. Fermi detected delays of nearly 12 days in B0218, providing 
the first gamma-ray measurements of a gravitational lens. NASA/ESA 

and the Hubble Legacy Archive

Galactic Center

In December 2009, 3C 454.3 was briefly the brightest object in the 
gamma-ray sky. The gamma rays come from a jet powered by matter 

falling toward the galaxy’s supermassive black hole. In this case, we’re 
looking almost right down the barrel of the jet, which means the 

blazar can be especially bright despite lying 7 billion light-years 
away. 

Crab Nebula

The Crab Nebula, a 
young supernova remnant 

containing a pulsar, surprised Fermi 
astronomers with gamma-ray flares set off 

by the most energetic particles ever traced to a 
specific astronomical object. To account for the flares, 

scientists say electrons near the pulsar must be accelerated 
to energies a thousand trillion (1015) times greater than visible light.  

NASA/CXC/HST/ASU/J. Hester et al.

B0218+357

ASASSN-16ma

Solar Flare

GRB 170817A

IC 443

Crab Nebula

GRB 130427A

Gamma-ray  
Space Telescope

Fermi Bubbles

Fermi data revealed vast gamma-ray bubbles extending tens of thousands of light-years 
from the Milky Way’s plane. The Fermi Bubbles may be related to past activity of the 

supermassive black hole at our galaxy’s heart. NASA/DOE/Fermi LAT Collaboration

What Has Fermi Found?

Fermi’s Large Area Telescope (LAT) has 
cataloged more than 3,000 discrete 

gamma-ray sources. The graph at 
left shows a breakdown of these 
discoveries. Blazars – active galaxies 
powered by supermassive black 
holes – constitute the single largest 
class. Nearly a third of sources are 
unassociated with objects seen at 
any other wavelength, and their 
natures remain unknown.  

PSR J1744–7619
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8th Fermi Symposium
• October 14-19 in Baltimore

• Abstracts, registration, hotel 

booking now available

• Speaker invitations going out 

this week

• Organization

• LOC - chaired by Roopesh 

Ojha

• SOC - co-chaired by Judy & 

Dave

• Provide input towards Senior 

Review
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